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We describe the appearance and stability of spatiotemporal periodic patterns rotating waves in unidirec-
tional rings of coupled oscillators with delayed couplings. We show how delays in the coupling lead to the
splitting of each rotating wave into several new ones. The appearance of rotating waves is mediated by the
Hopf bifurcations of the symmetric equilibrium. We also conclude that the coupling delays can be effectively
replaced by increasing the number of oscillators in the chain. The phenomena are shown for the Stuart-Landau
oscillators as well as for the coupled FitzHugh-Nagumo systems modeling an ensemble of spiking neurons
interacting via excitatory chemical synapses.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Networks of coupled dynamical systems 1 have become
important models for studying the behavior of large complex
systems. Such models allow us to investigate fundamental
features of coupled systems of different kinds, ranging from
neurons to lasers, from living organisms to climate systems
2–5. Various types of collective behavior have been found
and well understood including synchronization 6 and de-
synchronization 7, clustering 8–10, multistabilities of
high degree 11–13, etc. Many different coupling schemes
have been considered, including global all-to-all coupling
8,9,14, local and nonlocal couplings 11,15,16, as well as
different kinds of random coupling supported by complex
networks 5,17,18 and network motifs 19. Among them,
networks with a ring topology, where locally coupled oscil-
lators or oscillatory populations form a closed loop of signal
transmission, appear to be relevant for many practical situa-
tions, e.g., in lasers and neuronal dynamics, and attracted a
lot of attention in the past 10,13,15,17,20–38. Ensembles
with ring topology of unidirectionally coupled oscillators
play an important role in the modeling of neuronal dynamics
and information processing in neuroscience and medicine.
Such networks are involved in the generation of stable peri-
odic motor commands by central pattern generator of the
nervous system controlling rhythmic locomotion in animals
39. A ring-type topology is also present in the sequential
feed-forward neuronal projections of a cortico-striatal-basal
ganglia-thalamo-cortical motor loop relevant to the patho-
genesis of Parkinson’s disease 40.
Since in real systems the signal inevitably propagates
from one oscillator to the next over a finite distance and with
a finite speed, a non-negligible time delay in coupling natu-
rally arises in such systems and plays an important role in-
ducing some new phenomena and complex dynamics. This is
the case, for example, in systems of coupled semiconductor
lasers 19,41–47, neuronal networks 48–51, biological os-
cillators 20, etc. Already for a few coupled systems time
delays impose challenging problems 16,19,41,45,52,53.
New phenomena emerge due to the inclusion of time delays
in complex networks 54–57. As related, for instance, to
collective synchronized dynamics of delay-coupled oscilla-
tors, it has been found that delay may enhance or suppress
the synchronization 44,50,51,58,59. A number of methods
based on delayed feedback have been designed to control
synchronization utilizing either linear 4,59 or nonlinear
feedback 60–62. A rather general delay-induced phenom-
enon seems to be the emergence of multistability of synchro-
nized states as delay increases 52,58,63.
This paper is devoted to the study of a unidirectionally
coupled ring of oscillators interacting with time delays sche-
matically illustrated in Fig. 1. We show that time delay in
coupling may significantly influence the complexity of the
collective dynamics by enhancing the multistability of syn-
chronized spatiotemporal patterns. The latter, i.e., the spa-
tiotemporal patterns or time-periodic solutions, including ro-
tating waves, have been investigated by many authors. The
existence and stability of phase-locked patterns and ampli-
tude death states have been studied for a bidirectional ring of
the Stuart-Landau oscillators 27. Chaotic rotating waves
have been reported for the Lorenz oscillators 31,32 and
nonlinear electronic Chua’s circuits 28 unidirectionally
coupled in rings and linear arrays. The case where the peri-
odic oscillations in a ring are dumped and exist only as a
transient has been addressed in Refs. 33,34. On the other
hand, persistent spatiotemporal patterns in rings of unidirec-
tionally coupled oscillators have been analyzed in Refs.
13,22,35–37. The transition from stationary to oscillatory
behavior in the network is characterized by a complicated
bifurcation scenario including the coexistence of multiple pe-
riodic orbits with different frequencies, spatial patterns, and
modulation instabilities 13,38.
In this study we describe the appearance and stability of
spatiotemporal periodic patterns rotating waves, which
emerge from a symmetric equilibrium as control parameters
are varied. These patterns are similar to those appearing in
systems without delay 13,22,23. The main result of the
paper is to show how the inclusion of additional delays in the
coupling leads to the splitting of each rotating wave into
several new ones. The appearance of additional rotating
waves is mediated by the Hopf bifurcations of the origin,
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whose frequency is independent of the round trip delay time
T and the number of oscillators N in the ring. Moreover, we
show that the whole family of rotating waves has a very
similar description in any of the following asymptotic cases:
large number of oscillators N, large round trip time T, or
both. We conclude that the coupling delays can effectively be
replaced by increasing the number of oscillators in the chain.
In particular, the rotating waves as well as their stability in a
ring of few oscillators or even one oscillator with a delayed
feedback have similar properties as the rotating waves in a
ring of N oscillators without delay provided N is sufficiently
large.
We consider two models: a paradigmatic model of the
coupled Stuart-Landau oscillators in the first part of the pa-
per Secs. II and III and a more realistic FitzHugh-Nagumo
FHN neuronal systems 64,65 interacting via excitatory
chemical synapses in the second part Sec. IV. The Stuart-
Landau oscillator describes a normal form of a supercritical
Hopf bifurcation, whereas the FitzHugh-Nagumo system be-
longs to a class of most useful and widely used models of
spiking neurons 66. The paper is organized as follows. In
Sec. II we study the stability and spectrum of the symmetric
equilibrium with respect to the control parameters  natural
amplitudes of the oscillators, T, and N. In Sec. III, we study
the appearance of multiple periodic patterns as the equilib-
rium is destabilized through the Hopf bifurcations. In Sec.
III B, we study the stability of these patterns and analyze the
cases with large round trip time T or large number of oscil-
lators N. In Sec. IV we consider a system of unidirectionally
coupled FHN oscillators and demonstrate that the phenom-
ena observed in the previous sections for the coupled Stuart-
Landau limit-cycle oscillators can be found for a ring of
delay-coupled spiking neurons. Final conclusions are pre-
sented in Sec. V.
II. STABILITY AND SPECTRUM OF THE SYMMETRIC
EQUILIBRIUM
The ring of the delayed unidirectionally coupled dissipa-
tive Stuart-Landau oscillators 14 has the following form:
z˙ jt =  + izjt − zjtzjt2 + zj+1t −  j , 1
where 1 jN, zjC are complex variables for individual
oscillators,  and  are real parameters, and  j0 are time
delays of the coupling see Fig. 1. The ring structure implies
z1zN+1. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the ef-
fect of the coupling delays on the dynamics. Apart from the
natural control parameter of the individual dynamics , the
following important control parameters appear in this setup:
the round trip time delay T=1+2+¯+N and the number
of oscillators N in the ring. In particular, the cases with large
number of oscillators N or/and large round trip delay T are
investigated in detail.
Before proceeding to the analysis of the model, let us note
that the delays in the coupling can be assumed to be identical
without loss of generality. Indeed, given any distribution of
delays 1 ,2 , . . . ,N, the following change of variables 38
vNt = zNt ,
vN−1t = zN−1t −  − N−1 ,
vN−2t = zN−2t − 2 − N−1 − N−2 ,
. . .
v1t = z1t − N −  , 2
with =T /N leads to the same system as in Eq. 1 but with
identical time delays  with respect to v jt. Therefore, we
assume in the following that  j ==T /N. The results, which
are obtained for identical delays, can be used for systems
with dispersed delay times in an obvious way using transfor-
mation 2. Additional comments on this are given in Sec. V.
A. Properties of the spectrum
The symmetric equilibrium at the origin z1=¯ =zN=0
plays an important role in the development of the nonstation-
ary dynamics in system 1. In particular, as we show in Sec.
III, periodic patterns emerge from this equilibrium as some
bifurcation parameter is varied, similar to 13. In order to
study the corresponding bifurcations, in this section we in-
vestigate the eigenvalues of this equilibrium.
The stability of the origin can be studied by linearizing
Eq. 1,
z˙ jt =  + izjt + zj+1t −  . 3
Linearized system 3 can be diagonalized using the methods
described in 13,67. As a result of such a diagonalization,
instead of one high-dimensional coupled system 3 we ob-
tain a set of N uncoupled systems of lower dimension. For-
mally, it can be achieved by the following discrete Fourier
transformation zjt=l=1
N eiljwlt, where l=2l /N. Ap-
plying this transformation to system 3, we obtain the fol-
lowing set of independent systems:
wlt =  + iwlt + eilwlt − , 1 l N . 4
Obviously, Eq. 4 determines the stability of the coupling
mode l, 1 lN. The stability of each of these modes can
FIG. 1. Ring of unidirectionally coupled oscillators. zj are phase
variables of individual oscillators and  j are coupling delays. Ar-
rows denote coupling direction.
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be studied by the following characteristic equation:
 =  + i + eil−, 5
which is obtained by the substitution wlt=etw0l. Note that
the characteristic equations for different coupling modes l
differ only by the phase factor eil. If the number of oscilla-
tors is large, the values of l densely fill the interval from 0
to 2 and one can approximate the phase l by some con-
tinuous parameter 02. Due to this fact we omit the
index l below,
 =  + i + ei−. 6
Equation 6 can formally be solved using the Lambert func-
tion 68,69,
 = 	 =  + i +
1

Wei−+i . 7
The following asymptotic cases can be studied analyti-
cally:
Case 1. The interaction delay between oscillators is small

1.
Case 2. The interaction delay between oscillators is larger
than the other characteristic time scales.
In the first case, one can neglect the delay and obtain the
following set of eigenvalues:
	0 =  + i + ei,  = l, 1 l N , 8
which coincides with the spectrum for the ring of coupled
oscillators without delay 13 Fig. 2.
The situation becomes more complicated as the delay 
increases. In particular, for each fixed coupling mode l, an
infinite number of additional eigenvalues becomes relevant,
which can be associated with the “delay modes.” For large
delay, the pseudocontinuous spectrum approach 56,69,70
can be used. In order to obtain an approximation for the
spectrum in this case, one should formally substitute = i
+ / in the characteristic Eq. 6. As a first-order approxi-
mation, we obtain the equation
i =  + i + e−+i−,
which can be solved with respect to ,
 = − 12 ln
2 +  − 2 .
The set of eigenvalues for large delay can be approximated
by the following continuous curve 56,69,70:
 = 	1 =


+ i , 9
which is parametrized by . It is important to observe that
the curve 	1 does not depend on the coupling mode .
This implies that the spectrum has the same asymptotic rep-
resentation 9 for all coupling modes l. As a result, the
stability of each coupling mode is the same for sufficiently
large delay. Figure 3a illustrates the whole spectrum of the
eigenvalues and Fig. 3b shows only the eigenvalues, which
are associated with one coupling mode. Even though the ac-
tual spectrum is discrete, curve 9 gives a reasonable ap-
proximation since the distances between the neighboring
points of the spectrum are known 56,70 to be small and
proportional to 1 / N.
Finally note that in the case 0 and large , a strongly
unstable eigenvalue exists 56,69, which is close to + i.
This makes the system already unstable for all 0, and no
interesting bifurcation scenarios occur.
B. Conditions for the Hopf bifurcations and the Hopf
frequencies
The destabilization of the symmetric equilibrium occurs
through the Hopf bifurcations. The condition for the Hopf
bifurcations can be obtained by substituting 	= iH into the
characteristic equation
iH =  + i + ei−iH, 10
where H is the Hopf frequency. Equation. 10 can be
solved with respect to the Hopf frequency
H − 2 + 2 = 1 11
or
H =   1 − 2 12
after excluding the unknown phase argument −H. Equa-
tion 12 shows that the Hopf frequencies are independent of
the number N of oscillators and the delay  for given param-
eters of individual oscillators  and .
FIG. 2. Spectrum of the origin in the array of delay-coupled N
=200 oscillators. The round trip time is T=10, which corresponds
to a small delay =0.05 between the neighboring oscillators. The
spectrum is approximated by expression 8. a Whole spectrum;
b zoom of the eigenvalues with the largest real parts. =−0.99
and =1.
FIG. 3. Color online Spectrum of eigenvalues for N=7 delay-
coupled Stuart-Landau oscillators with the round trip delay time T
=350. a Eigenvalues, associated with different coupling modes
l=
2
N l see Eq. 5, are shown in different colors; b only the
spectrum for the mode 1 is shown. Other parameters: =−0.99
and =1.
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Note that the asymptotic approximations 8 and 9 of the
spectrum preserve this property. More precisely, the Hopf
frequencies, which can be obtained from the approximated
spectra 8 and 9, coincide with the exact frequencies given
in Eq. 11.
The illustration in Fig. 4 shows the spectra for different
values of N with some fixed , , and T. One can observe
that all spectra cross the imaginary axis at the same Hopf
points iH as it is predicted by the theory. The additional
effect is that the eigenvalues come closer to the imaginary
axis as the delay  increases and their real part scales as 1 /
see Eq. 9. Yet this effect influences neither the Hopf fre-
quency nor the destabilization threshold.
Figure 5 illustrates how the whole spectrum changes as
the number of oscillators is changed. More precisely, the
parameters =−0.5, =1, and T=100 are fixed, and N is
decreased from 1000 to 10 this corresponds to an increase of
 from 0.1 to 10. As the number of oscillators decreases, the
spectrum transforms from that shown in Fig. 5a, which is
typical for lattices of coupled oscillators without delay, to the
spectrum shown in Fig. 5f, which is typical for systems
with large delay.
C. Hopf curves and stability domains with respect to
parameters
In the case, when the number of oscillators or delay time
is large, the conditions for stability of the origin can be writ-
ten using the asymptotic spectra. More exactly, in the case of
large N and small delay, the stability condition is
Re	00, i.e.,
Re + i + ei 0, 0  2 ,
while in the case of a large delay  N can attain any positive
integer value, the stability condition is Re	10,
i.e.,
Re	

+ i
 0,  R .
It is remarkable that both cases yield the same stability con-
dition
  − 1.
This simple condition holds as soon as N is large or  is
large. In the case, when N or  admits intermediate values,
the stability of the origin can still be achieved for −1.
The explanation for this effect is the following: although the
continuous asymptotic spectra 9 and 8 are unstable for
−1, the positions of the eigenvalues on the spectral lines
may “miss” the unstable parts of the curves similar to 69.
Let us consider the exact characteristic Eq. 6 and obtain
the curves of the Hopf bifurcations in the parameter space.
From Hopf condition 10 we obtain
arg−  − i + iH =  −HH.
Taking into account that =l=2l /N and =T /N we ob-
tain
arg−  − i + iH =
2l
N
−H
T
N
.
Let us choose N and T to be our control parameters. Then,
the representation for the lines of the Hopf bifurcations in the
parametric plane N ,T reads
FIG. 4. A part of the spectrum, corresponding to the eigenvalues
with the largest real parts critical eigenvalues. The spectrum cor-
responds i to N=100, ii to N=500, and iii to N=3000. Al-
though the eigenvalues come closer to the imaginary axis and scale
as 1 / with an increase of =T /N, the spectrum crosses the imagi-
nary axis at the same Hopf points iH. The other parameters read
=−0.99, =1, and T=1000 and are fixed. FIG. 5. Color online Change of the spectrum as N is changed
with fixed round trip T. The spectrum bold red points continu-
ously transforms from the typical lattice spectrum in a to the typi-
cal large delay spectrum in f. Parameter values: =−0.5, =1,
T=100, a N=1000, b N=320, c N=318, d N=300, e N
=30, and f N=10. Thin black lines show the positions of
asymptotic spectra 8 and 9 for large N and large T limits.
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N =
2l −HT
arg−  − i + iH
, l = 0,  1,  2, . . . . 13
Here, H is given by Eq. 12. Figure 6 shows a two-
parameter diagram for =−0.99 and =1, where the Hopf
bifurcation lines are shown. The shaded areas in the bifurca-
tion diagram denote the domains where the origin is stable.
The boundary of this domain denotes the first Hopf bifurca-
tion, which leads to the initial destabilization of the origin.
As predicted by the theory, the domains of stability dis-
appear as T or N increases. Such a size limitation can be
estimated quantitatively by finding the line in the parameter
space, which connects the peaks of the stability domains see
Fig. 6. Each peak of the stability domain corresponds to the
parameter value, for which a double Hopf bifurcation occurs.
The condition for the double Hopf bifurcation is given by
iH1 =  + i + ei1−iH1, 14
iH2 =  + i + ei2−iH2, 15
where H1,2=−1−2 and 1−2= 2N . If we denote
=arg−+ i1−2, we obtain from Eqs. 14 and 15
2 +
2
N
−  − 1 − 2 =  ,
2 −  + 1 − 2 = −  .
Excluding 2 and substituting =
T
N , we obtain
2
N
− 21 − 2 T
N
= 2 ,
from which we finally get
T1 − 2 + N =  . 16
The obtained Eq. 16 shows the boundary of the possible
stability domain of the origin. As soon as T1−2+N
, a stabilization is not possible. Although condition 16
is independent of , exact positions of the stability domains
black regions in Fig. 6 do depend on the value of .
III. EMERGING PERIODIC PATTERNS
In this section we describe emerging periodic solutions of
system 1. We derive a relation between the number of the
periodic solution branches and the coupling time delay . We
show that these periodic solutions correspond to periodic
patterns emerging with increasing N or/and . In the second
part of this section we analyze the stability of the periodic
solutions respectively, patterns and compare different
cases: coupled oscillators without delay, single oscillator
with delay, and delayed coupled oscillators. The words “pat-
tern” and “solution” are used interchangeably below, though
the former one underlines the spatial structure and the latter
one the fact that they are resulting from the dynamics of
system 1.
A. Shape of periodic patterns
Due to the spatiotemporal symmetries, system 1 has pe-
riodic solutions in the form of rotating waves similar to
those seen in 13,
zjt = aeilj+it, 17
where l=
2
N l and a and  are the unknown amplitude and
frequency of the periodic solutions, respectively. After sub-
stituting Eq. 17 to Eq. 1 we obtain the following equa-
tion:
i =  + i − a2 + eil−, 18
which leads to the following system:
a =  + cosl −  , 19
 =  + sinl −  20
for the amplitude and frequency of a periodic solution. Let us
denote the solutions of Eqs. 19 and 20 as alk and lk. We
number now the solutions with two indices l and k since for
each fixed l, Eq. 20 has multiple solutions, the number of
which increases with the delay. From Eq. 20 we see that
−1+1.
Each periodic solution originates in a Hopf bifurcation
see Eq. 12 of the symmetric equilibrium. The number of
bifurcations grows with an increase of the number of oscil-
lators as well as with increase of the time delay in the cou-
pling. In Figs. 7a and 7b we show branches of periodic
solutions for N=11, =0 and N=1, =15 versus control pa-
rameter . In these two cases the number of periodic solu-
tions is the same. In Fig. 7c we illustrate how the number
of solutions of Eq. 20 grows due to the increase of the time
delay  in the given range of  see Eq. 17.
Figure 8 illustrates the spatiotemporal structure of differ-
ent patterns. The upper part of the figure shows the patterns,
which correspond to the coupling modes with l=0,1 and
small delay. With an increase of the delay, each pattern gives
rise to multiple additional delay-induced patterns numbered
by k as illustrated in the lower figure for l=0.
B. Stability of patterns
The stability of the obtained periodic patterns can be de-
scribed by the spectrum of the Floquet multipliers. Even
FIG. 6. Hopf bifurcation curves are shown in gray. The origin is
stable for the parameter values from the black areas. The dashed
black line is the stability boundary given by Eq. 16. =−0.99 and
=1.
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though the main purpose of this paper is to study the ring of
delay-coupled oscillators, in what follows we compare three
cases: a single oscillator with delayed feedback, a ring of
unidirectionally coupled oscillators without time delay, and a
ring of unidirectionally delay-coupled systems. We will show
not only some remarkable similarities of the families of pe-
riodic solutions in all three cases but also important differ-
ences.
In order to determine the stability of the periodic patterns
Eq. 17, one has to linearize the equations of motion Eq.
1 around the corresponding solutions. Before doing such a
linearization, let us transform system 17 with the following
change of coordinates i.e., a corotating frame:
zjt = alkeilj+ilktxjt + iyjt ,
where xj and yj are new real coordinates. With respect to the
new coordinates, the system has the following form:
xj = alk
2
− cos lkxj − yj sin lk − alk
2 xjxj
2 + yj
2
+ xj+1t − cos  − yj+1t − sin lk,
yj = − xj sin lk + ak
2
− cos lkyj − alk
2 yjxj
2 + yj
2
+ xj+1t − sin lk + yj+1t − cos lk,
and periodic solution 17 is transformed into the family of
equilibria xj + iyj =ei, R. Here, we denote lk=l−lk.
In order to find its stability, it is necessary to linearize around
any of this equilibria since all of them have the same stability
properties. We choose xj =yj =1 /2. The corresponding lin-
earized system reads in vector form
	xj
yj

 = − Clk + alk2 	1 11 1
	xjyj
 + Clk	xj+1t − yj+1t −  
 ,
21
where
Clk = 	cos lk − sin lk
sin lk cos lk

 .
System 21 can be uncoupled diagonalized in a similar
way as we have done it with system 3, namely, by applying
the transformation xj ,yjT=m=1
N eimjum ,ymT with
m=2m /N, m=1, . . . ,N. As a result, we obtain the un-
coupled system
	um
um

 = − Clk + alk2 	1 11 1
	umvm

+ eimClk	umt − vmt −  
 ,
which leads to the following characteristic equation:
FIG. 7. Color online Families of periodic solutions for a ring
of N=11 coupled oscillators without delay see Eq. 17 and b a
single delayed oscillator with =15 see Eq. 24. The same num-
ber of branches is present in both cases. In c the number of peri-
odic solutions is shown in gray as a function of two parameters: 
and the time delay  for a single oscillator with the delayed
feedback.
(a) (b) (c)
FIG. 8. Color online Spatiotemporal patterns for some of bi-
furcating time-periodic solution 17 corresponding to different val-
ues of l coupling modes. In a–c we show patterns in a ring of
coupled oscillators where a particular value of l corresponds to a
single frequency l1 and an amplitude al1. As the delay increases,
new frequencies 01, 02, and 03 appear as well as l1 ,l2 , . . .,
which correspond to additional delay modes. The lower panel illus-
trates new delay-induced patterns for l=0 and =10 see also Fig.
7c. =−0.5, N=200, and =1.
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detI + alk2 	1 11 1 
 + Clk1 − eim− = 0
or, equivalently,
0 = 2 + 2alk
2 + 1 − eim−cosl − lk
+ 2alk
2 1 − eim−cosl − lk
+ 1 − eim−2. 22
The solutions  of this characteristic equation determine the
stability of the periodic solution. Let us recall that all peri-
odic solutions, which we consider, are characterized by the
two indices l and k. The index 1 lN stands for the cou-
pling modes and k for the additional delay modes. Thus, by
fixing some k and l, one fixes a particular periodic pattern
see also Fig. 8. The index m stands for the different pertur-
bation modes, i.e., solutions of Eq. 22 for all different 1
mN constitute a set of eigenvalues  determining the
stability of a given pattern. In particular, if all the eigenval-
ues have negative real parts except for the trivial one, which
is zero and corresponds to the Floquet multiplier 1, then the
chosen pattern is asymptotically stable.
C. Characterizing stable and unstable patterns
In this section we provide an analysis of the stability of
the periodic patterns using the derived characteristic Eq. 22
and compare it with the known cases of a single oscillator
with delay and coupled oscillators without delay 13,56. In
the Appendix, we derive the characteristic equation for peri-
odic solutions rotating waves for the single Stuart-Landau
oscillator with delayed feedback of the form
z˙t =  + izt − ztzt2 + zt −  . 23
Such periodic solutions have the form
zt = akeikt 24
with some amplitude ak and frequency k given in Eqs. A1
and A2. Their stability is governed by the characteristic
equation see the Appendix
0 = 2 + 2ak
2 + 1 − e−cosk
+ 2ak
21 − e−cosk + 1 − e−2 = 0. 25
In the ring of the coupled Stuart-Landau oscillators with-
out delay 13,
z˙ jt =  + izjt − zjtzjt2 + zj+1t , 26
the corresponding periodic patterns take form 17. Contrary
to the delayed case, the amplitude and frequency are explic-
itly given by al=+cos l and l=+sin l. Their stability
is described by the polynomial characteristic equation,
0 = 2 + 2al
2 + 1 − eimcos l + 2al
21 − eimcos l
+ 1 − eim2. 27
It is easy to see that the characteristic equation for the ring
of delayed coupled oscillators Eq. 22 is generalization of
two cases Eqs. 25 and 27. Moreover, as we will see
below, the asymptotic cases, where either the delay or the
number of oscillators is large, provide the same result con-
cerning the existence and stability of the periodic patterns in
all three cases.
Let us start with the Hopf bifurcation condition, where the
periodic patterns lose their stability. The Hopf bifurcation
condition can be obtained by substituting = i into the
characteristic equation. As a result, we obtain the following
conditions:
Case 1 single delayed oscillator:
0 = −2 + 2iak
2 + 1 − e−icos d
+ 2ak
21 − e−icos d + 1 − e−i2. 28
Case 2 coupled oscillators without delay:
0 = −2 + 2ial
2 + 1 − eimcos c + 2al
21 − eimcos c
+ 1 − eim2. 29
Case 3 delayed coupled oscillators:
0 = −2 + 2ialk
2 + 1 − eim−icos cd
+ 2alk
2 1 − eim−icos cd + 1 − eim−i2, 30
where m=2m /N, 1mN, and the numbers l and k char-
acterize the chosen pattern. Here, we denoted by d=k,
c=l, and cd=l−lk the quantities, which have the same
meaning in all cases, i.e., the relative phase differences be-
tween neighboring oscillators also taking into account the
delay. Now it is easy to see that the only difference between
Eqs. 28–30 is the phase factor in the exponents. In the
case, when the number of oscillators N is large or the delay 
is large, this factor does not influence the Hopf frequency
since m covers the whole phase range from 0 to 2. In
particular, it implies that the asymptotic spectrum crosses the
imaginary axis at the same Hopf frequencies in all three
cases. This, in turn, implies that, intriguingly, the stability
properties of the periodic patterns in all three cases are the
same.
Thus, we draw here the following important conclusion
from the stability analysis: The periodic rotating waves in
three different cases of Eqs. 1, 23, and 26 have the same
asymptotic stability properties; i.e., if any two patterns are
characterized by the same or nearly the same phase differ-
ence  between neighboring oscillators—taking into account
also the time delay shift—then they are either stable or un-
stable simultaneously. In the case of the single oscillator,  is
just a phase shift due to the delay.
As a result, for the stability of the family of patterns in
Eq. 17 one can immediately obtain the Eckhaus bifurcation
scenario 13. This scenario is illustrated in Fig. 9. There, we
compare the families of periodic solutions for the above
mentioned three cases. The amplitude a i.e., al, ak, or akl
correspondingly of solutions is plotted versus parameter .
The black line denotes a boundary between stable and un-
stable periodic solutions in solid and dotted gray lines, re-
spectively. In particular, all solutions above this line are
asymptotically stable, and the solutions below the line are
unstable. Obviously, the Eckhaus line is the same for all
cases, while the family of periodic solutions may contain
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different numbers of solutions depending on the delay or the
size of the array N. Finally, we note that the rate of multista-
bility is increased in comparison with the nondelayed case
due to the interaction delays.
IV. COUPLED SPIKING NEURONS
In this section we demonstrate that the phenomena ob-
served in the previous sections for the coupled Stuart-Landau
limit-cycle oscillators can be found for a ring of delay-
coupled spiking neurons. We consider a system of unidirec-
tionally coupled FHN oscillators 64,65 interacting via ex-
citatory chemical synapses,
v˙ j = v j − v j
3/3 − wj + Ij + CV − v jsj+1t −  ,
w˙j = 0.08v j + 0.7 − 0.8wj ,
s˙ j = 0.51 − sj/1 + exp− 4v j − 1.5 − 0.6sj ,
j = 1,2, . . . ,N . 31
Variable v j models the membrane potential of a single cell,
and Ij is a constant current controlling the spiking dynamics
of a neuron. In what follows we consider Ij being randomly
Gaussian distributed around the mean value I¯=0.4 with stan-
dard deviation =0.005. For such values of Ij the time-
averaged spiking frequencies f j average number of spikes
per second of individual neurons are distributed around the
mean frequency f¯23.6 Hz with standard deviation  f
0.13 Fig. 10a, black circles. The synaptic coupling be-
tween the neurons in ensemble 31 is realized via a postsyn-
aptic potential sj generated by neuron j 71,72. It is modeled
in the standard way by an additional equation for sjt
73,74. Parameter C defines the coupling strength,  is the
time delay in coupling, and V is the reversal potential taken
as V=2 for excitatory coupling. As for the ensemble of the
Stuart-Landau limit-cycle oscillators Eq. 1, we assume
that the neurons are unidirectionally coupled in a ring such
that sN+1s1.
We first consider the case of zero delay =0. If the cou-
pling strength in neuronal ensemble 31 increases, the neu-
rons synchronize and oscillate with the same frequency
Fig. 10a. Depending on the initial conditions, the
frequency of the synchronized states can attain different val-
ues indicating a multistability of synchronized regimes. For
example, for narrowly distributed initial conditions
v j0 ,wj0 ,sj0 j=1
N the oscillators synchronize at the fre-
quency f j18.2 Hz Fig. 10a, red squares, whereas for
broadly distributed initial condition the synchronized fre-
quency can be f j18.8 Hz or f j17.7 Hz Fig. 10a,
green diamonds and blue triangles. To investigate this phe-
nomenon we consider the above initial conditions distributed
on a limit cycle t= vt ,wt ,st, t 0,T of a single
FHN neuronal oscillator, where T is a period of oscillations.
Following Eq. 17, for a fixed integer l the initial conditions
are taken as v j0 ,wj0 ,sj0=tj, where tj
= j TN lmod T. The above synchronized states with different
synchronized frequencies are obtained for l=0, 2, and −2.
Besides different frequencies, synchronized neurons dem-
onstrate a different spatial organization of the spiking dy-
FIG. 9. Periodic patterns and their stability for a 20 coupled
systems without delay, b 1 system with delayed feedback with 
=15, and c 20 delayed coupled oscillators with =15. The solid
black line in each plot shows the stability boundary above this line
periodic solutions are stable.
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FIG. 10. Color online Synchronized spatial dynamics of the
unidirectionally synaptically coupled spiking neurons Eq. 31. a
Individual time-averaged spiking frequencies f j average number of
spikes per second for the coupling strength C=5 and for different
initial conditions leading to different numbers of traveling firing
fronts on the ring m=0 in-phase synchronization, red squares, m
=2 green diamonds, and m=−2 blue triangles as indicated in the
legend. A negative value in the latter case means that the traveling
fronts move in the direction opposite to the direction of coupling in
the ensemble. Uncoupled neurons C=0 fire at different spiking
frequencies black circles. b Raster plot of the neuronal firing,
where the onsets of spikes are indicated by symbols corresponding
to those in plot a see legend: asynchronous firing C=0, uni-
formly distributed black circles, in-phase synchronization C=5,
m=0, red squares arranged along vertical lines, two firing fronts
propagating in the direction of the coupling C=5, m=2, green
diamonds arranged along lines with negative slope, and two firing
fronts propagating in opposite direction of the coupling C=5, m
=−2, blue triangles arranged along lines with positive slope. c
Synchronized spiking frequencies of stable traveling m-front solu-
tions versus the relative number NFF=m /N of the firing fronts. The
coupling strength is indicated in the legend. d Traveling time of a
complete rotation of the firing fronts along the ring of neurons.
Same coloring as in plot c. Number of oscillators N=200 and
delay =0.
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namics. For narrowly distributed initial conditions, e.g., for
l=0, the oscillators are in-phase synchronized and all neu-
rons fire simultaneously Fig. 10b, red squares. On the
other hand, for broadly distributed initial conditions the neu-
ronal activity can be organized in a traveling-wave regime
having one or several firing fronts traveling along the ring. In
such a regime, the next neuron in the ring fires after its
neighboring neuron generates a spike. Intriguingly, the firing
fronts can move along the ring either in the direction of the
synaptic coupling or in the opposite direction. For example,
for l=2 we obtain two traveling fronts propagating along the
ring in the direction of the coupling Fig. 10b, green dia-
monds. Conversely, for l=−2 the two traveling firing fronts
move along the ring in opposite direction of the coupling
Fig. 10b, blue triangles. We also note that uncoupled and
desynchronized neurons do not demonstrate any spatial
structure Fig. 10b, black circles.
We found that a number of m-front solutions can be stable
for neuronal ensemble 31 for a range of the firing fronts m
Figs. 10c and 10d. For the traveling front dynamics we
define the relative number of the firing fronts NFF=m /N,
where the number of traveling fronts m can be either positive
or negative depending on whether the fronts travel along or
against the direction of the coupling, respectively. Each of
such solutions is characterized by different synchronized
spiking frequency f j = f , which increases if the number of
positive fronts positive m increases and decreases for in-
creasing number of negative fronts negative m Fig. 10c.
Furthermore, the spatial velocity of the front propagation
along the network significantly slows down if the number of
firing fronts either positive or negative increases. It is also
worth noting that a stronger coupling in neuronal ensemble
31 without delay appears to counteract the stability of the
firing fronts and makes the range of the stable fronts smaller
Figs. 10c and 10d. These results agree with those ob-
tained for the relaxation oscillators, such as the Morris-Lecar
and the Ellias-Grossberg neuronal models, where strong cou-
pling among neurons support the in-phase synchronization at
the expenses of the traveling waves 75.
The situation is different for a finite delay  in the cou-
pling between the neurons. Stronger coupling apparently
promotes the stability of the traveling firing fronts and ex-
tends the range of stable fronts Fig. 11a. For large delay
and coupling neuronal ensemble 31 exhibits multistability
of the traveling firing fronts, which becomes more pro-
nounced if the time delay gets larger Figs. 11b–11f. In
such a way, several stable m-front solutions with the same
number m of the firing fronts can coexist. They differ from
each other by the spiking frequencies f j of the synchronized
neurons and, correspondingly, by the propagation time on the
ring. For example, for delay =30 ms and coupling C=5
and for the range of the relative number of traveling fronts
NFF −0.5,0.135 0.335,0.5 system 31 has two stable
m-front solutions with the same number m=NFFN for N
=200, m −100,27 67,100 of the firing fronts but
with different spiking frequencies f j of synchronized neurons
Fig. 11b. For the above values of the parameters, the two
different stable m-front solutions with m=1 firing fronts are
illustrated in Fig. 11g red and light blue dots. The number
of coexisting stable m-front solutions with the same number
m=NFFN of the firing fronts increases as the time delay in
system 31 gets larger. For example, there exist three differ-
ent stable m-front solutions for delay =40 and 50 ms Figs.
11c and 11d, four different stable m-front solutions for
delay =60 and 70 ms Figs. 11e and 11f, and so on.
The delay-induced multistability of the in-phase synchro-
nized states m=0 traveling firing fronts of neuronal en-
semble 31 Fig. 10b, red squares can be investigated
with the help of a single neuron with delayed feedback, i.e.,
for N=1 in Eq. 31. Indeed, since for small parameter mis-
match among the neurons the in-phase synchronization is
characterized by almost identical amplitude dynamics of the
neurons, they could be replaced by a single neuron with de-
layed feedback. In this way, the continuation by delay pa-
rameter  of a single neuron with delayed feedback reveals
an interval of bistability of the spiking dynamics for 
 6.7,10 and feedback strength C=5 Fig. 12a, red
circles. In this parameter interval different initial conditions
can lead to either slow Fig. 12a, red circles, lower branch
or fast Fig. 12, red circles, upper branch spiking dynamics
of a neuron. For example, for =7 and C=5, the FHN neu-
ron with delayed feedback can oscillate with either f
=14 Hz or f =96.9 Hz. This dynamics is reflected by a sys-
tem of N=200 identical FHN neurons Eq. 31, where the
neuronal oscillators synchronize in-phase either at one or an-
other of the above frequencies for a proper choice of the
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FIG. 11. Color online Delay-induced multistability of the trav-
eling firing fronts of the unidirectionally synaptically coupled spik-
ing neurons Eq. 31. a–f Individual time-averaged spiking fre-
quencies f j average number of spikes per second versus the
relative number NFF=m /N of the firing fronts for different coupling
strength C in a as indicated in the legend and delay: a = a 20,
b 30, c 40, d 50, e 60, and f 70 ms. g Raster plot of the
neuronal firing, where the onsets of spikes are indicated by dots.
For different initial conditions two different coexisting stable solu-
tions can be found black and light blue dots of m=1 traveling
firing fronts. Delay =30 ms and the coupling strength C=5,
which correspond to plot b. Coupling C=5 in b–f, and the
number of oscillators a–c, g N=200, and d–f N=100.
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initial conditions Fig. 12b, black and light blue dots. For
a smaller feedback strength C=1 the continuation by param-
eter  in both directions gives the same values of the spiking
frequency and a bistability region is not visible in the scale
of the plot Fig. 12a, blue triangles.
Although the multistability of the in-phase synchronized
solutions of neuronal ensemble 31 can be found for rela-
tively small values of the time delay Fig. 12, the long-range
multistability of the traveling firing fronts starts at larger de-
lays Fig. 11. It is interesting to observe that the spiking
frequencies f j of the coexisting stable traveling-front solu-
tions are bounded to some frequency interval f j
 fmin, fmax, which depends on the coupling strength and
can be found already for the delay-free case, i.e., for =0.
Indeed, the spiking frequencies of the stable m-front solu-
tions of neurons Eq. 31 coupled without delay =0 are
bounded, for instance, to the interval f j 14 Hz,66 Hz for
C=5 and to the interval f j 20 Hz,44 Hz for C=1 Fig.
10c. This property is preserved if a finite delay is intro-
duced Fig. 11a. Then, the multistability of the traveling-
front solutions is manifested in that the branches of such
solutions densely fill the above frequency intervals as the
delay in the coupling between the neurons increases Figs.
11a–11f. This is in accordance with the results obtained
for the delay-coupled Stuart-Landau limit-cycle oscillators
see Eq. 20.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the introduction of delays in a ring of
coupled oscillators leads to the emergence of additional ro-
tating waves and their multistability. The emergence of rotat-
ing waves is mediated by the Hopf bifurcations of the sym-
metric equilibrium. We have described stability properties of
emerging periodic patterns. The phenomena are shown ana-
lytically for the Stuart-Landau oscillators as well as numeri-
cally for the coupled FitzHugh-Nagumo systems interacting
via excitatory chemical synapses. In order to obtain the ana-
lytical description of the phenomena, we have extensively
used the phase-shift symmetry of the Stuart-Landau oscilla-
tors, i.e., the symmetry of the system with respect to the
transformation z→eiz. This symmetry allows us to obtain
the explicit expressions for the rotating waves. The similarity
of the results for the FitzHugh-Nagumo and the Stuart-
Landau systems indicate that the described phenomena do
not depend on the explicit form or symmetries of the indi-
vidual oscillator.
In the case when the delay times  j are dispersed not
identical, transformation 2 can be used and the corre-
sponding reduced system will have identical delays. While
the described spatiotemporal patterns are periodic in time
and in space for the case of identical delays, they become
irregular and even discontinuous in space when the spatial
variable being considered as the index j but still periodic in
time for the original system with dispersed delays. Because
of the spatial discontinuity of such patterns, it is preferable to
speak about spiking patterns rather than spatiotemporal pat-
terns, especially in the case of neurons. It follows from Eq.
2 that by an appropriate choice of delays  j, any time-
periodic spiking pattern can be realized with the restriction
that each oscillator has one maximum per period or each
neuron fires once per period. In a forthcoming publication
we will extend this aspect and provide a more detailed dis-
cussion.
The results obtained in this study are also relevant from a
neuroscientific standpoint. To reveal the directionality of in-
teraction within loops of neurons or neuronal populations,
experimentalists often infer the directionality of interaction
from the sequence of activation or firing e.g., 76,77: A
sequential activation is typically interpreted as being caused
by a directional coupling in the sense that neurons that fire
later are driven by those which fire earlier. Our study nicely
illustrates the rich and—from the classical experimentalist’s
standpoint—puzzling situation that the directionality of inter-
action need not at all correspond to the timing pattern of the
units forming the loop. Although in our model there is a
purely unidirectional coupling, the neurons may fire coinci-
dently or they may fire one after the other in sequence, cor-
responding to the directionality of coupling. Moreover, in-
triguingly, they may even fire in reverse order, i.e., in a
timing sequence completely opposite to the directionality of
coupling. This nicely illustrates that the standard procedure,
used by experimentalists, to identify timing sequences with
coupling patterns may actually lead to enormous artifacts.
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FIG. 12. Color online Delay-induced bistability of the in-phase
synchronized states of the unidirectionally synaptically coupled
spiking neurons Eq. 31. a Spiking frequency of a single FHN
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delay  for the feedback strength C as indicated in the legend. The
direction of continuation by parameter  is indicated by arrows. b
Raster plot of the neuronal firing, where the onsets of spikes are
indicated by dots. Two stable coexisting in-phase synchronized
states black and light blue dots of the ensemble of N=200 identi-
cal spiking neurons Eq. 31 are illustrated for coupling C=5 and
delay =7 ms. The constant currents Ij =0.4.
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APPENDIX: CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION FOR
ROTATING WAVES IN THE SINGLE
STUART-LANDAU OSCILLATOR
WITH DELAYED FEEDBACK
The equation for a single Stuart-Landau oscillator with
delayed feedback is given in Eq. 23. Properties of the pe-
riodic patterns in this system have been considered in 56 in
the limit of large delay by transforming it to the complex
Ginzburg-Landau equation. Here, we derive the correspond-
ing characteristic equation directly for Eq. 23.
First of all, periodic solutions of Eq. 23 can be obtained
by substituting
zt = aeit
into Eq. 23. The resulting equations can be solved with
respect to the amplitude and frequency,
ak =  + cosk , A1
k =  − sink , A2
where index k corresponds to different solutions of transcen-
dental Eq. A2 for given , , and .
In order to find the stability of the obtained periodic so-
lutions akeikt, we linearize system 23 around these solu-
tions. For this, we first make the transformation in Eq. 23
by introducing new variables xt and yt,
zt = akeiktxt + iyt ,
which leads to the following system with respect to xt and
yt:
x˙t = xt −  − kyt − xtx2t + y2t
+ xt − cosk + yt − sink ,
y˙t = yt +  − kyt − ytx2t + y2t
− xt − sink + yt − cosk . A3
In the new system, the periodic solution zt=akeikt is re-
duced to the family of equilibria x+ iy=ei, R. In order to
find its stability, it is necessary to linearize Eq. A3 around
any of these equilibria. We choose x=y=1 /2. The corre-
sponding linearized system in the vector form reads as fol-
lows:
	xt
yt

 = − Ck + ak	1 11 1 
	xtyt 
 + Ck	xt − yt −  
 ,
A4
where
Ck = 	 cosk sink
− sink cosk

 .
In order to obtain Eq. A4, we used the expressions in Eqs.
A1 and A2. The characteristic equation is obtained from
Eq. A4 by substituting xt=et,
detI + ak2	1 11 1 
 + Ck1 − e−i = 0.
Finally, we obtain
2 + 2ak
2 + 1 − e−cos  + 2ak
21 − e−cos 
+ 1 − e−2 = 0,
where =k.
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